
PH 101: PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY-Honors 
 

INSTRUCTOR:  Aaron Ancell 
 

TO BE OFFERED:  Section SN22, Tuesday & Thursday 3:30-4:50. 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

 (Spring 2021) 

 

 

PH 101: PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY 
 

INSTRUCTOR:  Will Barnes 
 

TO BE OFFERED:   

 

Section HB13, Tuesday & Thursday 3:30 p.m. -4:50 p.m. 

Section HB15, Tuesday & Thursday 5:00 p.m. -6:20 p.m. 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

This introduction to philosophical problems will be primarily author oriented, sampling a few of 

the great thinkers in the Western tradition of ethical, social, and political philosophy, acquainting 

students with the main historical currents of social and political philosophy. It will focus on such 

thematic issues as the parallels between society and the individual; views about human nature and 

the forms of government that result from these views; “the state of nature” and the social contract; 

the meaning(s) of various views of the state plus related issues: rights and freedom; distributive 

justice, liberation, and participation, individualism and communitarianism; and the nature of the 

subject.   

The purpose of the course is to encourage thoughtful engagement with philosophical ideas; this 

will involve close reading, in-class discussion, and imaginatively written argumentation. This 

course will, therefore, require you to read, understand, and respond argumentatively to a variety 

of challenging texts, excerpts, and commentaries that will be made available on Blackboard. There 

may be some required texts and movies if open-source versions are unavailable, but this course 

will not require expensive textbooks. You will be assessed by two shorter papers and a longer final 

paper, as well as in-class quizzes. 

(Spring2021) 

This is a course on the foundations of critical thinking and ethical reasoning. You will learn how 

to use the tools of philosophy to evaluate arguments, assess ideas, and develop answers to difficult 

questions. The first part of the course focuses on logic and critical thinking. We’ll talk about why 

people so often hold on to false beliefs despite the evidence against them; how to avoid common 

reasoning mistakes and cognitive biases; what makes arguments good and bad; and how to 

distinguish facts from mere opinions. The second part of the course focuses on ethics and values. 

We’ll examine some classical ethical theories; explore important moral concepts like consent and 

exploitation; and examine some contemporary issues like online privacy, discrimination, and 

economic inequality. 

 



PH 101: PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY  

 

INSTRUCTOR:  Debra Candreva 

 

TO BE OFFERED:   Section SN5, Monday & Thursday 11:00 a.m.- 12:20 a.m. 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

 
 

This course provides a basic introduction to philosophy and to ethics. Using a historical approach, 

we will look at the way philosophers in different time periods have responded to the question, 

“How we should live?” Related themes include the value of philosophy; the nature of knowledge; 

the concept of freedom; and the meaning of justice. Particular attention will be given to the key 

elements of ethical theory as found in Aristotle, Kant, and Mill. We will also use contemporary 

thinkers to examine some theoretical and practical challenges to those views.  

 

Over the course of the semester, students will develop their abilities to think critically; to analyze 

arguments clearly; and to present their views persuasively. 

 
  
(Spring 2021) 

 

 

 

PH 101: PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY  

 

INSTRUCTOR: Susan Hahn  

 

TO BE OFFERED: HB11, Tuesday & Friday 9:30 a.m. - 10:50 a.m. 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

Seeks to help the student think rationally and critically about basic questions concerning the 

meaning of human life and our place in society and the universe, and to recognize the bearing of 

these questions on contemporary social issues. Exposes students to both classical and 

contemporary philosophical problems. Among problems for possible discussion are the existence 

of God, freedom and responsibility, human nature and happiness, appearance and reality, ethics 

and the environment, abortion and individual rights, affirmative action and equality, love and 

sex, and law and authority. 
 
 
 
 (Spring 2021) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



PH 101: PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY  

 

INSTRUCTOR:  Ranjoo Herr 

 

TO BE OFFERED:      

 

Section SN7, Monday and Thursday 2:00 p.m.-3:20 p.m. 

Section SN9, Monday and Wednesday 5:00 p.m. -6:20 p.m. 

 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

The aim of the course is to help students learn to think critically, reflectively, and 

deeply with an open-mind. The ability to think critically, reflectively and deeply with an open-

mind is highly valued by the leaders of the world, whether in academia, politics, law, or 

business. In order to be recognized as a leader in business or elsewhere, you must engage in 

critical thinking and understand the bigger picture. This is what the philosophical method 

enables you to do.  

Bentley University emphasizes ethics and social responsibility of business people. 

Therefore, this course is designed to help students learn and practice the philosophical method 

by focusing on moral philosophy, which examines fundamentals of ethics and social 

responsibility. Topics examined are: First, questions about egoism and relativism; second, two 

major ethical theories of utilitarianism and deontology; and third, the application of the two 

theories to highly debated contemporary ethical issues (see the schedule below).  

Classes are discussion-oriented following the philosophical method. You are expected 

to have done the reading for each class, so that class discussions are informed and focused. To 

ensure that everyone is prepared for each class, you are required to complete pre-class 

assignments before the start of class. Preparing yourself for class in this way requires self-

discipline, hard work, persistence, and perseverance. The hope is that completing the 

coursework successfully will help you develop these essential character traits for success in 

life. It is up to you!  

 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

By meeting the requirements of this course, you will learn how to:  

 evaluate whether an argument makes sense 

 sharpen your ability to diagnose and troubleshoot flaws in an argument 

 make your point succinctly and precisely by formulating your own argument 

 construct as strong an argument for your position as possible 

 think/write logically 

 

(Spring2021) 

 



PH 101: PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY  
 

INSTRUCTOR:  Jesse Hughes 
 

TO BE OFFERED:   Section AL3,  

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

This is a broad introduction to philosophy, in which we will touch on many traditional subjects. 

We will begin with a section on epistemology (What stuff can we know and how?) and 

metaphysics (What stuff is there anyway?). Our second section is an overview of classical ethical 

theories (What should one do? Why should one try to be good anyway?), and our final section 

discusses certain problems of applied ethics (Is abortion morally acceptable? What moral duties 

apply in a state of war?) 
 

(Spring2021) 

 

 

 

 

PH 101: PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY  

 

INSTRUCTOR:  Andrew Jussaume 

 

TO BE OFFERED:      

 

Section SN20, Tuesday and Thursday 3:30 p.m.-4:50 p.m. 

Section SN21, Tuesday and Thursday 5:00 p.m. -6:20 p.m. 

 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

 

This course seeks to help the student think rationally and critically about basic questions 

concerning the meaning of human life and our place in society and the universe, and to recognize 

the bearing of these questions on contemporary social issues. This course exposes students to 

both classical and contemporary philosophical problems. Among problems for possible 

discussion are the existence of God, freedom and responsibility, human nature and happiness, 

appearance and reality, ethics and the environment, abortion and individual rights, affirmative 

action and equality, love and sex, and law and authority. 

 
(Spring2021) 

 

 

 



PH 101: PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY  

INSTRUCTOR:   Pengbo Liu 

TO BE OFFERED:      
 

Section SN14, Tuesday & Friday 11:00 a.m. -12:20 a.m.  

Section SN15, Tuesday & Friday 12:30 p.m. -1:50 p.m. 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION:  

How should we live? What makes a good life? What considerations make our actions right 
or wrong? How can we justify our moral beliefs? You must have pondered over these 
questions at some point in your life; and, unsurprisingly, they are also among the oldest 
and biggest questions in philosophy. In this class, we will examine philosophers’ attempts 
to answer these questions and the reasons they give.  

We will begin with normative ethics, and examine different moral theories of right and 
wrong, such as cultural relativism, consequentialism, and deontology. Along the way, we 
will apply these theories to some practical ethical issues, such as animal rights, capital 
punishment, and abortion. Next we will explore different conceptions of the good life in 
Western and Eastern traditions.  

(Spring 2021) 

 

PH 101: PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY  

INSTRUCTOR: Michael Mazza 

TO BE OFFERED: 

 

Section SN4, Monday & Wednesday 9:30 a.m.-10:50 a.m.  

Section SN10, Tuesday & Friday 8:00 a.m.-9:20 a.m.  

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

This course seeks to help the student think rationally and critically about basic questions 

concerning the meaning of human life and our place in society and the universe, and to recognize 

the bearing of these questions on contemporary social issues. This course exposes students to 

both classical and contemporary philosophical problems. Among problems for possible 

discussion are the existence of God, freedom and responsibility, human nature and happiness, 

appearance and reality, ethics and the environment, abortion and individual rights, affirmative 

action and equality, love and sex, and law and authority. 

(Spring 2021) 



PH 101: PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY  
 

INSTRUCTOR:  Jason L. Megill 

 

TO BE OFFERED:   

Section SN8, Monday & Wednesday 5:00 p.m. - 6:20 p.m. 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

We will study several of the core areas of Philosophy, though there will be a special emphasis on Ethics. 

We start by examining most of the major ethical theories: Utilitarianism, Kant, Aristotle, Ethical 

Subjectivism, and Divine Command Theory. We then consider various topics in Applied Ethics, 

including abortion, euthanasia, capital punishment, genetic enhancement, and just war theory. We will 

also cover some topics in Political philosophy (e.g., how should wealth be distributed), Philosophy of 

Religion (e.g., does God exist), and Metaphysics and Philosophy of Mind (e.g., could a machine think?). 

 (Spring 2021) 

 

 

PH 101: PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY  

 

INSTRUCTOR:  Jeffrey Moriarty 

 

TO BE OFFERED:     Section HB6, Monday & Thursday 11:00 a.m. – 12:20 p.m. 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

 

Philosophy is best understood through the questions it studies.  In this course, we will consider a subset of 

philosophical questions and a variety of different answers to them. We will begin with a discussion of 

skepticism, focusing on how we can move from doubt to knowledge. In this section we will learn more 

about how to “do” philosophy. We will then consider our knowledge in a particular case, asking: Does God 

exist? We will examine several traditional arguments for God’s existence, and one traditional argument 

against God’s existence. Next we dive into metaphysics, considering whether we have free will and are 

responsible for anything we do. The course will end with a substantial unit on ethics.  We will consider 

both the status of morality (is it relative or objective?) and what ethics requires of us (promoting happiness? 

following rules?). We will illuminate these ethical theories by asking why they imply about our treatment 

of nonhuman animals, including those we eat. The final piece of the course is up to you. I will present a 

number of topics we could study, and the class will choose one. 

 

 
(Spring2021) 

 

 

 

 

 



PH 101: PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY  

INSTRUCTOR:  Jessica Payson 

 

TO BE OFFERED:   

 

Section SN12, Tuesday & Friday 9:30 a.m. - 10:50 a.m. 

Section SN13, Tuesday & Friday 11:00 a.m.-12:20 p.m. 

Section SN16, Tuesday & Friday 12:30 p.m. – 1:50 p.m. 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

What is a “problem” and what does it mean to resolve it?  How does one anticipate a problem 

and identify a solution?  This section of Philosophy 101 examines the concept of “problems” 

from two perspectives – epistemological and ethical.  In the first half of the course, we examine 

problems as errors in reasoning.  What does good reasoning look like, and what kinds of flaws 

might disrupt it?  In the second half of the course, we consider problems as moral harms.  What 

makes something “bad” in the moral sense?  What should be done in response to various kinds of 

moral harms?  By addressing these and related questions, the course will introduce students to 

influential philosophical theories and ancient, modern, and contemporary texts. 
 

(Spring2021) 

 

PH 101: PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY  

INSTRUCTOR:  Jerry Steinhofer 

 

TO BE OFFERED:  

Section SN1, Monday & Wednesday 8:00 a.m.-9:20 a.m. 

Section SN19, Wednesday 6:30 p.m. -9:10 p.m. 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

Seeks to help the student think rationally and critically about basic questions concerning the 

meaning of human life and our place in society and the universe, and to recognize the bearing of 

these questions on contemporary social issues. Exposes students to both classical and 

contemporary philosophical problems. Among problems for possible discussion are the existence 

of God, freedom and responsibility, human nature and happiness, appearance and reality, ethics 

and the environment, abortion and individual rights, affirmative action and equality, love and sex, 

and law and authority. 
 
 
 (Spring 2021) 
 
 
 
 



PH 101: PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY  

 

INSTRUCTOR:  Mia Wood 

 

TO BE OFFERED:     Section SN2, Monday & Wednesday 8:00 a.m.- 9:20 a.m. 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

 

 

This course in Problems of Philosophy is a course in ethics, understood as one's responsibility 

toward others.  We examine some of the most important philosophical explanations of the 

relationship between the ethics of responsibility on the one hand and freedom and individuality 

on the other hand. At issue is the constitution of society from the "state of nature" and the 

philosophical understanding of the relationship between laws, rights, duties, and responsibilities. 

Finally, we are going to pay a special attention to the constitution of these ideas and concepts in 

America, especially in the light of technological advances during the past several decades. We 

will philosophically investigate the roots of such human problems as racial and social 

discrimination, climate change, consumerist and celebrity culture, migration and violence, etc. in 

this country.     

 
 (Spring2021) 

  



PH 133: BUSINESS ETHICS: INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ETHICS 

 

INSTRUCTOR: Tyler Wasson 

 

TO BE OFFERED: Section SN1, Monday & Thursday 2:00 p.m. - 3:20 p.m.  

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

The course explores ethical issues confronted by corporations operating in the global 

marketplace, where laws, moral standards and cultural customs can vary widely from country to 

country. Possible issues to be discussed: bribery, environmental and safety standards, fair wages, 

sales and marketing, business-government relations, and the role of multinational corporations in 

developing nations. To assess the morals of multinational corporations, a number of cases will be 

analyzed from the perspective of a variety of ethical frameworks. 
 

 

 (Spring2021) 

 

 

PH 138: ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS 

INSTRUCTOR: Jessica Payson 

TO BE OFFERED:  Section SN1, Wednesday 11:00 a.m. –1:50 p.m.  

  

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

 

 

 

(Spring2021) 
 

 

 

What is valuable about the environment?  How should humans think about their relations to non-

human animals and the natural world?  What ought to be done in response to current 

environmental problems?  This course will address philosophical approaches to these and related 

questions.  Topics may include animal rights, environmental racism, wilderness preservation, 

and/or climate change, among others. 



PH 251: ETHICS 

 

INSTRUCTOR:  Jesse Hughes 

 

TO BE OFFERED: Section SN1, Monday & Wednesday 9:30a.m.-10:50 a.m.  

  

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

Is morality fundamentally a matter of opinion, or are some actions objectively wrong?  Do we ever 

act selflessly or do we merely pretend to do so in order to gain a good reputation?  Who, if anyone, 

is morally responsible?  Whose interests count, morally speaking?  In this course, we will examine 

these and other questions about the nature of ethics, carefully thinking about and discussing deep 

moral issues. 

(Spring2021) 

 

PH 252: THEORIES OF KNOWLEDGE 

INSTRUCTOR:  Jason L. Megill 

 

TO BE OFFERED: Section SN1, Monday & Wednesday 3:30 p.m.-4:50 p.m.  

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

 

This course examines various questions concerning knowledge. What conditions must a belief 

meet to be knowledge? Can we have knowledge of everything, including, e.g., God, or are some 

things simply unknowable? What is the nature and scope of scientific knowledge? We will 

examine these and other questions by reading both historical and contemporary works in the 

study of knowledge. 

 (Spring 2021)  

 

PH 271:  OTHER MINDS 
 

INSTRUCTOR:   Axel Seemann 

 

TO BE OFFERED: Section HB1, Monday & Thursday 12:30-1:50 p.m. 

  

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

 
When you see another person, you think of that person as having a mind. What, though, entitles 

you to hold that belief? After all, you could have encountered a zombie, or you could be the only 

mind in the universe and everything you experience is just a matter of your imagination. This 

problem has a long-standing history in philosophy. It is called the ‘Problem of Other Minds’. In 

recent years, it has seen renewed interest, partly because of psychological and 

neurophysiological work that sheds new empirical light on how we come to understand others as 



minded creatures, and their movements as actions, on the basis of perceptual experience.  
 
In the first part of the course, we read some classic papers on the problem. In the second part, we 

consider some recent neurophysiological and psychological work that bears on the problem, 

including studies of social disorders such as autism. Towards the end of the course, we consider 

material that inquires into the minds of non-human animals. Some of this material is concerned 

with our close relatives, the non-human primates. In our final texts we will read about the minds 

of octopuses, highly intelligent creatures whose minds are very different from our own.  

 

(Spring2021) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


